Kids as Cops

Notes on the Los Angeles experience

"You want to know who's dealing drugs, who's fighting who, who's ripping off cars—just ask the kids."
JUICY FRUIT

"My biggest problem was ignorance. You have to prune them, you have to work them and you have to talk to them. Then one will grow and the other will set there and just look at you."
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straits head audio

Located in Old Town

strawberry, kiwi, apricots, etc.

Old Town
Mercado

A choice of over 30 different fruits to choose from.

Ham & Cheese Sandwich

$1.25

OVER THE RAINBOW

$15 in free accessories

The Cheese Shop

Priced from $0.99

HUCKELART

Quality Plants at Reasonable Prices

Paintings and Gifts

JAL

eclipse

Aircraft sales and storage

La Jolla Shores

Aircraft sales and storage

protected area.
An Explorer aide comes tripping off the field, sweat running down his face. "These kids love being yelled at. The discipline is what they crave."

But after all their academy training and indoctrination, what does happen is that they become very eager, sophisticated observers of criminal activity, they know what to look for, whom to talk to, and what to remember.

"A profession that requires concentration and discipline is a profession that respects discipline." 

"I have no idea how it happened, but they're doing it."
CHILD'S PLAY

Under Trifill's patient, gentle handling, the children perform with the kind of unforced naturalness that you admire in the movie performances of cats, dogs, and monkeys.

THE BIG ORANGE

OUT AND ABOUT THIS WEEK IN LAKE COUNTY

SARA WALLIS

It's not too late to change the wail of the school bell from " STATIC " to "/static/orange." At the local supermarket, the Big Orange is available for the Christmas season in a large, green and orange box.

CURRENT ATTRACTIONS

From 7:30-9:30 nightly, the Beachcombers' Club is serving a "Big Orange" dinner with a buffet of meat, chicken and vegetarian dishes for $4.95. The club is located at 1000 South Main Street, San Francisco, and is open to the public.

Sara Wallis is a frequent contributor to "Outrageous." She can be reached at 555-1234.
Pacific Stereo's
GREEN TAG SALE

Look for these and many other "Green Tag Specials" at every Pacific Stereo store.

Power, Performance—And What A Price!

Baccalaureate Guide

Powerful, high-performance equipment at great savings.

HAZARD to your HIP

To be enjoyed by those who dare.

GARRETT

HI-FI EQUIPMENT

Over the Years

ROBERT GERMAIN

ALL BEEFEATER DRINKS

59c

Foggy's Notion

JAZZ

RALPH TOWNER

GARY BURTON

WOLFGANG

LEE MICHAELS

La Paloma Theatre

PACIFIC STEREO

Fully-Equipped Service Departments

For Service and Repairs, please use address label on package. Please place all packing materials in return cartons. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of service.
Disposable Noise

Their lobotomized attitude creates a distance between them and the audience that for once is authentically disorienting rather than theatrical.

ALL RECORDS & TAPES $1.98

EAT....hie's

ARCADE MUSIC CO
Record & Tape
Exchange

GENESIS
SUNDAY MARCH 27
10 AM-10 PM

OVER EASY
ECONOMY COMPANY

A Refreshing Experience

JUMBAJAH! RIGHT FLIGHT! Happy Hour
4-6 p.m.
PITCHERS AND ALL WELL DRINKS 499

JUMBAJAH! RIGHT FLIGHT! Happy Hour
4-6 p.m.
PITCHERS AND ALL WELL DRINKS 499
Movies

Duncan Shepherd

As these things are reported to change at the drop of a hat, the manner in which the newspaper is written is of secondary importance. The important thing is what is being written and to whom.

In the case of the movie listings, the information is frequently incomplete. This is due to the fact that the exhibitors are often unwilling to release the information or it is not available at the time of publication.

Despite these difficulties, the listings are as complete as possible and are intended to give the reader an idea of what is currently available. The listings include information on the title, director, cast, and date of release for each movie being shown.

In addition to the movie listings, there are also some articles about movie-related topics. These articles cover a variety of subjects, such as the history of the movie industry, the role of women in the movie industry, and the impact of movies on society.

Overall, the goal of the movie listings is to provide the reader with a source of information about the movies currently available. The articles about movie-related topics are intended to provide the reader with a deeper understanding of the industry and its impact on society.
READER FREE CLASSIFIEDS
FOR INFORMATION, PLACE CALL US AT 651-5094

Notices

Hair Design Specials

Summer Mood

BIKE TIRE $ OFF

WHAT IS

CHIROPRACTIC?
A FREE DISCUSSION 
BY DR. BURTON A. PARKER
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 7 P.M.

"Health is the natural state of the body. Chiropractic is the natural approach to health."

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 651-5094

FREE RESOLES

adidas

WHEN YOU BUY NEW SHOES YOU GET FREE RESOLES, $10.95 VALUE FREE!
WHAT'S THAT READING SERVICE WE'RE TALKING ABOUT?
SECOND DOLE

The California Institute of Massage

Grow Your Own Herbs and Vegetables

T.V. DATING?

New Seed

a natural food store
STICK WITH KPRI

Because our listeners are our most important people and our most important product is music...KPRI 106 is making it easier to put more music in your life.

Pick up your KPRI/Coca-Cola Sticker now at Pacoima, Warehouse Records, Galleria Center, all San Diego area Toyota Dealers, Tower Records and in all six pack Coca-Cola.

One KPRI/Coca-Cola Sticker will be looking for your sticker on your car, window, door, anywhere you want to stick it! Win prizes such as albums, concert tickets, stereo gear, car stereo suite and 106-second album shopping spree can be yours just for sticking with KPRI 106.

Watch for our KPRI station wagon throughout San Diego and thank you for sticking with KPRI 106.
Out of Business!

VICTEROY
Jeans
On Special
Jeans
$13.95
for only
$11.95

Pants Parade

Sport Shirts
Sweaters
T-Shirts
Dress Shirts

Pelican Plaza
Retail Spaces for Rent

High Traffic Area
Free Utilities
Free Off Street Parking
Carpeted
Advertising Program
Space From $100 Per Mo.

Contact Ron James
4005 Newport Avenue 223-2926
Mon- Fri 9-5

Ross Sands
Delicatessen-Restaurant
Beverage & Cocktail Lounge

At last!
An authentic "Kosher-Style" Deli!

The Yogurt Affair
3006 Tropicana Blvd
583-help

Wedding Photography

冻结的酸奶

特价
1.90

帮助中心

复制3.50

肖像摄影

效果图/世界 570-1211

INCOME TAX PREPARATION

数度不用

 correo: hello@ou.com